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Abstract - Community communication remains a key factor ofraising public participation in environment, development and
sustainabilit). An eco-to$n development deals $ith the environmentally-friendl) actions in respect to resou-rce efficiency
and impac{ reduction was considered polential for Chombueng-Ba.nkha-Suanprcng communities. where become the
emerging weekend-tourism deslination for Thai people. Questions are as 10 $'hat benefits ofeco-loBn development. \\'h) are
necessary, and how the vulnerable communities shaJe their roles and such processes- Besides exploring a linkage beltleen
community communication and eco-lown development. this area-based study also examines the role ofmedia irl addressing
this envtonmental co-existence. An approach of social action research \\'as used to inquire on the environmental
management, the eco-to&n principle and impleme atiorl and the mmmunication practice. The perceplion and
understanding of eco-town concept gathered from communify leaders and target informants are measured with the site
suvey and a set ofrating-scale questions. The findings are that the levels ofperception and understanding ofecGtown value
are quile lo\l to lot\est, most local people have neither interest in shifling their habital to eco-lowo, nor participalion in such

development. and thal the communities are likel) lo communicale via social media. Rather, the wa)
communication is behind their environmeotal ceexistence.
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Ke),\ ords . Community Communication. EccTo\r,n Developmenl. Environmenlal Co-Existence

provides a location for the joumalist to obserye or
listen to community issue, this location must be
reasonably accessible to members of the community

I. INTRODUCTION

A

significance

of

eco-town

is

addressed

as the

who could be expeaed to have an interest in
attending the forum. Community commmication
refers to media and techniques used to advise local
people aboul new ideas and methods, to encourage
adoption of those ideas and methods, to gain
institutional and individual support, and to improve
coordination and teamwork to manage the
development [3]. The undersanding of ecc.town
value is potentially covered by media and

possibility for achieving sustainability in environment
and development. As threatened by the extreme

of natural environment caused by
unsustainable consumption and production behavior
along wilh the achieving in being an emerging
tourism destination during weekend among Thais, the
communities of Chombueng-Bankha-Suanpueng are
in need of sustainable environmental development.
Sustainable development and ecological system of
natunl resources and environment are still important
stmtegies wherever possible. These bring many
challenges for individuals and institutions in tackling
climate agenda as an environmental-coexistence
basis. Eco-town development actually requires the
collective actions those internally driven, not
extemally imposed. from all concems. Moreover,
communication becomes a conditioning factor for
destruction

communication technology through the conventional
pmctice in community life. TwG.way commutication
delivers an understanding ofthe local context, which
includes local actors, local capabilities and local ways
of doing things, as well as political, economic, social
and community dynamics [4]. lncluded are as to what
news and in which information the communities are
interested, what media they currently use and trust,
how they use them and how information flows. How
do they follow the internet news and new media
technology? Do the local media take a significant pa
of communities in the preparedness, relief and
recovery ofany adverse impact from development?
ln the past, many people believe that the public has
no control over the media and what it produces. The
mainstream media like newspaper, magazine, radio
and TV can have an unconscious influence over our
lives and how we view the world. However. the
lntemet and the 4G technology have already made the
change. Currently, media consumers have a free will
to decide how they use the media and how it aflects
them. The Internet and social media enable us to have

making the eco-town development successful.
Community panicipation is possible greater if
establishing a two-way commurication for all
stakeholders, either as a cause or an effect unit of the

I]. Community communication can help
integrating their needs, aftihide and traditional
knowledge with the awareness, participation and
change

capabilities towards the development [2]. Finally, the
study integrates the questions of what and how much

of which
influence
existence,

community communication approach
communities' environmental coand what will be the main challenges along

the

the way and how the communities as well as society
benefit liom the eco-town mission.

l.l, Community ComDunicatiotr
Communication is a strategic device for local
development programs. lf community leader
ProceediDgs

much more freedom and control over what we
consume in relation to social movement [5]. Online
media is redefining the way the media operates and
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breaking down the tlpical communication practices.
lnformation on the internet is able to influence the
agenda of the mass media and takes the lead in the
dissemination of information. The Internet makes
many voices one world [6] becomes as an entirely
new forum of communication between news sources
and individuals as people want to have a fast and
easier access to information about social movement.
It is, however, not for everyone, nor at the same pace.
Social media also allows the viewers to share and
spread articles. In resull it facilitates the networking
and communication arnong the activists and the

honey bee and pineapple. As being a plateau part of
Tanaosri Mountains, the communities' important
water resource is the Phachi fuver originated fiom

mobilization

communities

such mountain, with a flow of 50 kilometers to
ending at Mae Klong fuver in other districts. The
communities also face the problems of population
relocation, forest invasion, degradation of nature and
environmenl, waste management and supply of *ater
resources.

2) A Likely Eco-Town. As the communities are less
risky to flood hazards and earthquake, these

of resources [7]. Communication
practice in community can be regarded as a strategic
device to get public opinion as well as create a cerlain

are prioritized as an eco-town
development. The mission based on the co-operation
between Thai and Japanese businesses reaches a
memorandurn of understanding (MoU) in 2015 [10].

public pressure.

The project refers to the Kitakyushu Eco Town

Center *,here is the first proactive environmentallyfriendty city, and where is focused for the

1.2. Eco.Town Development

increase of natural crisis globally, a
development of mitigation and adaptation actions
have been really forced to all nations. Ecological

Due

to

environmental study

behavior by individuals and communities is a crucial

factor for vulnerability reduction and leading to a
sustainable community where pursues an eco-town
concept.

1.2.1. Eco-Town. Eco-town

is

designed

and

established for a community where is potential to
strenglhen every strategy and tool those effective to a
reduction of negative impact fiom changes together
with a sustainability in nature and eovironment,
economy and society [8]. It is the ability of human
systems to stop actual or potential damage, cope with
the consequences and make a restoration, with an
underslanding ofhow individuals, groups and natural
systems can prepare for and respond to changes in

Network'

in

Japan.

in

Ratchaburi and

fiom

neighboring

1,3. Etrvironmental Co Existence
sense ofresponsibility to care, protect and enhaoce
environmental quality has been already concerted to
people in 2ln century. Environmental coexistence

A

refers to a sustainable relationship between society
and nature for a reduction of \,ulnerability to
environment and nature U ll. lt deals with sustainable

conducting community-needs assessment, analyzing
and avoiding inlerrentions and programming at its
heart because it is regarded as a progJammatic

practices those corering efficiencl

challenge, central to the way we operate [9].

in

resou-rce

consumption and impact reduction associated with a

corporate social responsibility, eco-design, 3Rs'
principle, sustainable consumption and production

1.2.2. Chombueng-Bankha-Suanpueng.
l) Fundamental Data. The commrmities are close to

in

disposal sites

provinces set a forum for exchanged views on the
impact ofthis establishment. Up to now, the eco'town
mission has been on the decline.

climate and their environment. Unless the change
agent for the eco-to\rn deyelopment is set, the
members of communities tend to become passive.
Community engagement requires technical ability in

Bangkok and located

of

KitakTushu has been designated by the goyernment
as an Eco-Futue city. The land of 32,000,000 square
kilometer in Chombueng community was developed
as the biggest industrial park in this region, with a
route connected to Dawei in Myanmar. The main
industries are green energy, food processing and bioproduct. A total of 12,000,000 sqLrare kilometer ofthe
*tole land was prepared for green zone. After
officially announcing an MoU to the public, people
from a group namely 'Representatives ofthe People's

approach and so on.

Ratchburi Province of

Adaptive capacity is actually aligned with mitigation
approach which is another limdamental condition of
sustainable development. Mitigation is to tackle the

Thailand. They are grouped as the rual areas of 108
villages, approximately 108,000 people with Thai,
Chinese and four ethnic groups; Song, Tai Yuan, Lao
Wieng and Karen. If classifr population to 3 groups;

of climate change whereas adaptation deals
with the efects by finding way to live with the
consequenoes of global warming. The greater the
degree of adaptive capacity is, the less the degree of
alimate impacts is deployed to ouI lives. Taking
causes

immaturity, working and elderly, the percentage
ratios are around 20:60:20. Main job is farmer. The
communities are known for weekend and weekday
tourism destinalion as tlle lands are surrounded with
hills, fog, stream, green scenery and many natual
attractions together with exotic traditions of tribal

behavior change to

environmentally-friendly
performance not only directly affects the progress
toward sustainability but also represents as to how
people view themselves, and how important changes
are in individual behavior. The desirable actions for

groups those are hard to see nowadays. The richness
includes flora and fauna resources of wild orchid.
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environmental prevention and protection depend on
environmental awareness

II

energy is the process ofturning incineration waste to

bio-energy. When person's actions are

2].

1.3.1. Resource efficiency. Efficiency in resource
consumption can be explained with a new production
and consumption patterns that are feasible, acceptable
and affordable both from an economic and social
point of view and consider the natural boundaries of
the planet while at the same time embracing the
opporhmities that new and emerging technologies

shows a linkage of environmental behavior between

of action and the readiness to act I4l.
Environmental awareness is therefore becoming a
powerful catalyst to reach a more sustainable futue.
areas

II. METHODOLIGY

offer.
On everyday basis, natural resouc€s are extracted
and transformed to provide goods and services for

supporting

expressed

with the intention to environmental protection, it

2.1. Populatiotr aDd Research Method
An approach of social action research was used to
inquire on tentative factors to the eco-town
development in the scoped area, the environmental
co-existence of the communities, the perception and
understanding of eco-town development and the
community communication practice.

all social and economic activities.

Resource consumption is not simply about the act

of

purchase but reflects a cultural phenomenon that
serves to legitimate capitalism on an everyday basis.
Resource efficiency deals with a reduction of
resource inlensity, material and product flexibility,
utilization of all resource benefits and applying
saving techrology. The environmental co-existence
from businesses is established when they invest in
new technology and continue product research and

Populations were residents in Chombueng-BanklaSuanpueng communities, which were written in the
abbreviation of CBS in this paper. Samples were
treated in different approaches. One was arranged for
community leader, scholar and politician together

development

with private and governmental

emissions,

working on local governance, economy, society and
culture, environment and natual resource, and those

to increase resource efficiency. When
people use fewer resources and generate fewer

they minimize natual

resource

consumption as well as maximize its all benefits I l3].
The adoption of resource efficiency includes

possibilities

of

reduced risk

to

accounting

representatives

for development administration in the
For better reading, a word of

communities.

resource scarcitl.

FOREFRONT was used to represent the first sample

lower environmental cost on less *astes and pollution

group. The FOREFRONT included 25 samples
providing information according to suvey transcript

generation and lower prices

for

materials and

products. lt can conclude that an action in resource
efficiency delivers the rebound effects in increasing a

used with the in-depth interview. They were focused

on the information about strenglh and weakness of

demand for goods and a groMh in resource
consumption while confadicting efforts to save

CBS as the eco-town development.

The other sample group was designed for 100 folks
simply randomized regardless of sex, education and
career. People those were the immaturity age were
not the informants. In this study, this group. namely
FOLK, was responsible for a set of close-ended

resources for greater efficiency.

1.3.2. Impact Reduction. Treatment on impact
reduction implies the ways of utilizing resources and

processes

to

eliminate pollutants and

wastes

questions used to measure perception and
understanding of an eco-town development in their
communities. Included was a measure of
panicipatory role in environmental co-existence,
which was categorized as active, moderate and
passive approaches. Scenario of community
communication against the eco-lo\rT mission was

generation both at the source and within the use.

Environmental impact reduction determines the
attempts to conserve finite resources, prevent natural

resource depletion,

and continue decreasing

greenhouse gases emission, pollutants and wastes
generation. A reduction of carbon footprint is in line
with natural resource usage. Plastics become a major
environmental issue on our planet as they are based
on fossil resources. Disposable plastics are clogging
the drainage and waterways, polluting the rivers and

also estimated.

2.2. Materials and Procedures
Documentary study about the possibility to have CBS
developed as an eco-town of Ratchburi Province was

oceans and causing ecological degradation and a
damage to biodiversity those related to our lives and
flora and fauna resources. Processes of plastic

first

polymerization have greenhouse gases emitted
involving global waming potentials, eco.toxicity and
risks to human health. Electricity utility mostly
derives iiom non-renewable resources like petroleum
and coal. Bio-energy produces electricity and heat
derives from a bi-product and residues of the crops
like rice, oil palm, and sugar cane- Also, wasle-to-

prepared. Then,

a

survey transcript with

a

method of interview and discussion, by individual or
small group, was arranged to find out thought and

opinion of FORIFRONT towards the strength and
weakness of CBS if prioritized as the eco-town
development.

In identi$ing the FOLK'S perception and
understanding

of eco.town mission, the results of
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of

FOREFRONT was taken to interpret. conclude and
itemized as the index of such aspect. The index was
also applied to analyze community engagement both
in environmental co-existence and communication
practice. A mting scale and the statistics ofa number,

eco-town development consistent

Table

l. Opioion

on Strength and We.rkn€ss ofCBS

Tor

Description
Abundance of nafure

2

Biodiversity

4

Community economy
Community identity
Creative economy

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

9

Governance and politician
Hospital and health service

least is colnmon to governance area.

l0

lnfrastucture

Ecosystem management

8

As eco-town development helps shape direction of
sustainability to community, the conditions of

Invasion

forest

and

I

setting CBS as an eco-town target, accordingly. Thet

ll
t2

thoughts and opinions are distinctive quality of
community gro*,th as well as potential to raise local
resident s auareness and actionable parlicipalion in

13

2

4

Job emDlotrnent

5

Landfill management

6

Local wisdom
I Low carbon society
City plan

14

Natural disaster;

l5

balancing environment, development

and
sustainabilify to the communities. People are change

flood,

earthquake, landslide, etc.

Problems of plastic product

agents towards an informed and democratic society
where can produce and converge a sense of identity,

7

and waste

Public

participation
community agenda

Lists of

l.

3,2. Community's Perception and Understatrditrg
of EccTown Developmetrt

tn

8

Quality and quantity of

9

water resource
Renewable energy
Resort and hotel service

l6
t7

It is proved that the levels of perception and
understanding of eco-torrl value are quite low to

L

l0

Resource efficiency

lowest. As drawn in Table 2, nearly all ofthem have
a low perception (2.86) of eco-to\a,n development in

l8
l9

Slow life/Healthv life
Solar furm/Solar roof

CBS community. The table also shows that only one
item of potential to business investment in Dawei,
Myanmar is distributed to medium level. The
minority of lowest level covers two statements; ecotown essential to free from pollutions and toxic waste
(1.80) and focus on green energy, food processing
and bio-industry (1.78).

20

Standard of livine

2t

Sumciency Economy
Sustainable consumption
and Droduction Dractice
Sustainable
management

System

23

Telecommunication
wireless lntemet
Tourism destination

eco-torrm

development, lhere exists only 6 in 37 items
considered highly affecting the communities. The six
choices include community economy, infr astructure,

of

waste

22

When taking the items listed by FOREFRONT for

identifring FOLK's understanding of

I

degradation

livelihood, community identity, culture and society,
education, economy and governmental policy in
development administation are raised to argue in

[5].

1

Education quality
Entertainment complex
Ethnic diversitv
Greenhouse gases emission
reduction

7

Eco-

tltl

5

6

ir

Weakness

3,1. Strength aDd Weakness of CBS to EcGTowtr
Developmetrt
The research reveals that tlere are 37 topics
considered either advantage or disadvantage to have
CBS developed as the eco-town. Twenty-thee in
liirty-seven choices are itemized as the strength of
CBS. whereas the rest is the weakness. It is obvious
that the area ofenvironment is most addressed, equal
to 18 topics, followed by culture and society. The

strength and weakness are presented as in Table

their

Dcvelo

I

Strength

the mean comparison and the standard deviation were
used to analyze and draw the research results.

cultural diversity and social harmony

to

perception, which is common to low level.

employment, quality and quantity of water
resource, standard of living, telecommunication and

23

wireless internet and tourism destination. The others
are treated as unrelated and somewhat related. It
means most local people have the least rmderstandiflg

37 topics

N Economy= 8 ilems I
items
E Cultue/Society: ll iteF
items
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t2

developmeflt

Zonins system

job

ll

and

l3

t4
t4

Governance

=

2

Environment= 16
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Table 2.

ion to

fco-Torn Derelo

wireless internet. Meanwhile, almost folks are passive

t.

Level

to act for biodiversity, Iocal wisdom, low

2.41

Medium

2.36

Low

society, renewable energy, sustainable consumption
and production practice, and system of development
adminishation. The result leads to a conclusion that

2.28

Low

2.21

Low

2.14

Low

systems, pollution and waste generated and
livelihoods. Eventually, the environmental coexistence shall be enhanced and best arraflged

2.0'1

Low

through community activities.

l.9l

Low

t.86

Low

Eco-town essential to liee
liom pollutions and toxic waste

1.80

Lowest

10. Focus on green energy, food
processing and bio-industry

I.78

Lowest

Total

2.86

Low

Description

l.

Nlean

Potential to

business

investment in Dawei, Myanmar
2. Joint-ventwe between Thai
and Japanese

3.

Cover 32,000,000 square

kilometers

4. 12,000,0000 square kilometers
separated as green zone

5. Tambol Rangbua.

expected

area for eco-town development
6. Share water resource at Phachi

River
7. Possibly declined to eco-town
target
8. First inform the mission to
public in 2015

9.

environmentally-friendly behavior is possibly
dependent to their literacy in cause and effect,

including adverse impact, of climate issue. Eco-town
development enables communities to use sensible
approaches to protecting land, soil, freshwater

Table 3. The Likeh Communicrtion Approrch ofthe Folk5 in
[co-Tosn Derelopmeot

Mea

Communication Approach

l.

Prefer social media

channels

2. Always

to

4.

other

1.41
get new information 4.14

High

,1.01

High

Contirue

following

3.86
5. Willing to be a change agent 3.71
6. Voicing for "ot-*'tY 3.64
development
7.
Create
t*-*uY 3.47
community movement

its

consequence. The emphasis
should be directed to how the communities as well as
society benefit fiom the eco-to\4,n development. This

communication

means that they would, for example, focus on
reducing ifelevant program to community livelihood,
promote community participation corresponding to

8. Avoid conliontational

9. Attend community

their values, plan the eco-to\ar to be more inclusive

conflict

forum

10. Take actionable performance
in community activities
I l.
Find
comprehensive

and require space for information sharing and
discussion. A shift to more environmental prevention
and protection requires bio-geophysics and social
action against the consumerism together with

information
12. Ready to have inquiry for
b"tter understanding

2.81

2-52
2.36

,.r,

Hish
High
High
High
Mediu
llt
Low
Low

Low

2

3.3. Community's Environmental Co-existence to
Eco-Town Development
ln this paragraph, the 37 topics given by the
FOREFRONT as aforementioned in 3.1 and its table

3.4. Community Commuoication

are used for exploring the FOLK'S interest

DeYelopment

Total

and
environmental co-existence agenda.

According

contribution to
The finding is the communities moderately perform
the environmental co-existence to the mission of eco-

3.08

in

Mediu
m

Eco.Town

to the results shown in Table 3, the

communication approach associated with eco-town
development among the folks in the CBS commLrnity
is at modemte level (3.08). The choice of prefer
social media to other channels is most highlighted
(4.41). The statement ofexchange idea and ready for

passive

approaches share nearly the same contibution. lt
means most of them would like to take action in
seven topics. The lists include retaining abundance of

discussion is the contrary ( 1.59). There exists that an
approach of avoid contontational conflict is quite
away fiom their likely communication pattem. The

nature, promoting community economy, following
landfill management, prioritizing quality and quantity
of water resource, conceming any change in their

standard

Highest

24 Lo*
13. Propose idea and comment 2.07 Low
14. Exchange idea and ready for
L59 Lowest
dircussion

humanistic values in a social system those aonverged
on sustainable practice [ 16]. This challenge
absolutely constructs a new kind of local people's
relationship with the public realm.

town development. The active and

Degree

n

3. Maintain member slatus

Eventually, project developer pays aftention to keep
the communities informed, directly and indirectly,
and educated about the mission covering meaning.

significance and

carbon

press conference was arranged with emphasis on
attendants from governmental agency and journalists.

of living and telecommunication and
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rather than people in the communities. A verification

of

information accuacy

with the experts and
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